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In spite of the substantial success of modern medicine in curing specific diseases
and greatly increasing the average life-span, there has been a complete failure to alter
the maximum age that human beings can attain. We live no longer than our
ancestors. Marion Lamb's excellent book is devoted to the apparently irreversible
process of senescence, and represents a considerable achievement in reviewing the
field as a whole. The author writes in a lucid and conversational style at a level
appropriate for advanced undergraduates, graduate or medical students, and re-
searchers seeking an introduction to the field.
The book begins with an analysis ofagingin populations and shows how a study of
survival curves can for many species, including man, reveal anincreasing age-specific
mortality, which indicates the effects of senescence. Following this there is an
illuminating discussion ofwhy some organisms age more rapidlythan others. The old
research correlating small body size and rapid metabolism with aging is reviewed,
and there are some interesting possibilities suggested for the co-selection ofincreased
brain size and longevity.
The best parts of the book, however, and the ones most relevant to the study of
aging in mammals, particularly man, are those which deal with the possible
mechanisms of aging. Various mechanisms have been proposed in recent times, none
of them being mutually exclusive. The author has wisely decided not to choose one in
preference to the others but rather gives a balanced view of the evidence for and
against each, and suggests that they may all be operating at different levels in
different tissues.
Substantial attention is paid to aging in the immune system and the ingenious
transplantation experiments of Makinodan, with the conclusion emerging that the
cells themselves become less capable of normal immune responses withincreased age.
The autoimmune theory of aging espoused by Burnet is also considered in this
context. Studies involving serial in vivo transplantation, as well as the in vitro culture
experiments of Hayflick, are used to support theideathat cells apparently havefinite
metabolic life spans, or capacities for only a fixed number of mitotic divisions.
Cytoplasmic aging processes, such as the accumulation of lysosomal residues, and
degenerative changes in the extracellular matrix are also discussed. In proposing
molecular mechanisms for aging, the authorreviews the toxicfree radical hypothesis,
Orgel's view of metabolic errors accumulating over time, and Strehler's combined
theory of differentiation and aging which makes both dependent on a restriction of
available tRNA synthetases.
A large amount ofmaterial is covered in arelativelyshort space, which means that
certain topics, such as the evolutionary significance of aging and the possibilities for
future research in preventing senescence, get treated somewhat superficially. But this
is compensated for by a satisfactory bibliography, and the book as a whole can be
strongly recommended to anyone interested in the problems of gerontology.
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